【1 Project description and implementation method】
1.1. Project description (including implementation method)
1.1.1 Trends of Regulations and Nuclear Power Policies

Proposal form

Description
 Describe the project contents specifically (including implementation method).
contents

 Project description (including implementation method)
【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Is it consistent with the project objectives?
・Do the contents of project conform to the intent of
the Agency for Natural Resources and Energy?
・Is the bidder capable of researching overseas
nuclear power trends?

【Criteria for added-point evaluation】
・Are the proposals for the project original and innovative?
・Is the implementation method efficient and effective, as well
as feasible?
・Does the bidder have experience in research on overseas
nuclear power trends and a strong research base?
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【1 Project description and implementation method】
1.1. Project description (including implementation method)
1.1.2 Understanding Users’ Needs
Description
contents

Proposal form

 Describe the project contents specifically (including implementation method).

 Project description (including implementation method)

【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Is it consistent with the project objectives?
・Do the contents of project conform to the intent of the
Agency for Natural Resources and Energy?
・Is the bidder capable of researching overseas nuclear
power trends?

【Criteria for added-point evaluation】
・Are the proposals for the project original and innovative?
・Is the implementation method efficient and effective, as well
as feasible?
・Does the bidder have experience in research on overseas
nuclear power trends and a strong research base?
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【1 Project description and implementation method】
1.1. Project description (including implementation method)
1.1.3 Advanced Light Water Reactors with High-Level Safety

Proposal form

Description
 Describe the project contents specifically (including implementation method).
contents

 Project description (including implementation method)
【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Is it consistent with the project objectives?
・Do the contents of project conform to the intent of
the Agency for Natural Resources and Energy?
・Is the bidder capable of researching overseas
nuclear power trends?

【Criteria for added-point evaluation】
・Are the proposals for the project original and innovative?
・Is the implementation method efficient and effective, as well
as feasible?
・Does the bidder have experience in research on overseas
nuclear power trends and a strong research base?
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【1 Project description and implementation method】
1.1. Project description (including implementation method)
1.1.4 Field Study
Description
contents

Proposal form

 Describe the project contents specifically (including implementation method).

 Project description (including implementation method)

【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Is it consistent with the project objectives?
・Do the contents of project conform to the intent of the
Agency for Natural Resources and Energy?
・Is the bidder capable of researching overseas nuclear
power trends?

【Criteria for added-point evaluation】
・Are the proposals for the project original and innovative?
・Is the implementation method efficient and effective, as well
as feasible?
・Does the bidder have experience in research on overseas
nuclear power trends and a strong research base?
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【2 Project implementation plan】
Description
contents




Proposal form

 To ensure that good results are obtained, describe major milestones of the project implementation plan (work contents and schedule)
conducted by the bidder, and state specifically and objectively the basis for the schedule proposed.

Work contents and schedule
Schedule

Example of
description

(Include the following items in the description.)
•
Work description, persons in charge, start date, end date, title of document prepared, milestones

Quarter

１

２

1.1.1
○○

３

４
【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Is the schedule appropriate?
・Can the bidder meet the objectives according to the schedule?

1.1.2
○○
1.1.3
○○
Other


Interim report

Report
writing

Innovativeness and ideas that will ensure that work is completed on time
•
•
•

The schedule used in the past XXX was utilized as a template to create this schedule.
【Criteria for added-point
added
evaluation】】
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
・Are reasons, innovativeness, and experience which
･･･････････････
indicate this schedule is reasonably achievable shown?
・Is the schedule set up carefully such that the project
implementation timing and term is established in
accordance with the objectives and the findings of the
research can be reflected in the later project and reported
effectively?
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【3 Project implementation system】
3.1 Organizational expertise and experience in similar projects
Description
contents

 Describe organizational expertise, know-how, and past experience relevant to the project.

 Expertise and know-how



Proposal form

XXXXXXXXXX
Separately described in the proposal, “reference to XXX”, etc.

 Past Experience
(Include the following in the description.)
 Client (* it is not mandatory to disclose the actual name. Instead, the
name may be written as, for example, “Central government
department A” or something similar.)
 Summary of implementation
 Implementation timing
 Principal persons in charge of project implementation, etc.

If additional information is available, attach it to this as “annex”.

Example of
description
【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Do they have experience (expertise obtained) in
similar projects?
・Does the organization have the ability to
examine the research contents from various
perspectives?
(Does the organization have different specialized
departments, or a balanced structure?)

【Criteria for added-point evaluation】
・Do they have a reservoir of expertise,
know-how, and others useful for this
project?
・Do they have implementation
experience of research which is cited in
various materials, or have they achieved
valuable research outcomes?
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Proposal form
【3 Project implementation system】
3.2 Expertise and past experience in similar projects of persons who will be engaged in this project
Description
contents

 Describe expertise, accumulated know-how, and past experience in similar projects of persons who will be engaged in this project.

 Name of person in charge

Example of description

(Include the following items in the description.)








Division and position
Work to undertake
Role
Work experience (customer business category, work implemented and its contents,
positioning in the organization, implementation term)
Career summary, skills, expertise, etc.
Past successes

 Name of person in charge
(Include the following items in the description.)








Division and position
Work to undertake
Role
Work experience (customer business category, work implemented and its contents,
positioning in the organization, implementation term)
Career summary, skills, expertise, etc.
Past successes

【Criteria for basic point evaluation】
・Do they have experience in similar projects?
・Do they have implementation experience of
research which is cited in various materials, or
have they achieved valuable research outcomes?

【Criteria for added-point evaluation】
【
・Do they have a reservoir of expertise, knowhow, and others useful for this project?
・Do they have implementation experience of
research which is cited in various materials, or
have they achieved valuable research
outcomes?

If additional information is available, attach it to this as “annex”.
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【4 Attached material】
4.1. Worker-hours for project implementation
Description
contents

Proposal form

 Describe total labor cost and worker-hours necessary to enable the project implementation method proposed in “2, Project
implementation plan”.

 [Name of contract item] Detailed estimation

Work

Example of description
Worker-hours
(man-hrs)

Item
No.
１．１．１

●●●-related item

１．１．２

○○○-related item
Total

・The figures are reference values only and they do not need to coincide
exactly with worker-hours and labor costs set out in the contract.
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